
Essential Oil Wizardry

~ Alchemy Subcription Package ~
Month of February (2016)

Wizard Alchemy Blend: Sacred Toner (1 oz)
Essential Oil of the Month: Muhuhu
Essential Oil Tincture: Tooth Ease
Magick Mister / Massage: Citrus Blast Mister
Docta's Picks: CO2 Extract Kava Kava (½ oz)

Sacred Toner (Skin Care)

Sacred Toner is super special and a formula I haven't shared with many people yet.  This toner product 
works to tighten up the pores, revitalize the skin and increase cellular turnover.  Excellent for reducing 
acne on the face – with single uses, I've noticed my skin GREATLY soften at about 24-72 hours. I'm 
irregular with my consumption of products and feel like consistent use of this product might to 
something very special for teen-elderly folk. Please me know what you think!  

Enhancements: Charged with orgonite & vibrationally tuned in a 432 hz Crystal Bowl. 
Ingredients:  Ingredients: Organic Cedar Atlas (Morocco), Wildcrafted Frankincense Serrata 
(CO2), Organic Myrrh (CO2), Organic Helichrysum italicum Hydrosol (California) infused into 
Vitalized Spring Water.

Wildcrafted Muhuhu (Steam Distilled) ~ Kenya

Muhuhu is frequently known as African Sandalwood and is considered to be a slightly cheaper 
alternative to the fleeting Sandalwood essence.  Deep, rich and sensual to the nose, this essence has 
calming and aphrodisiac effects and known anti-microbial properties.  Vaporized in an Essential 
VAAAPP is out of this world – grounding yet expansive and rich in flavor.   Smells great worn on the 
body, clothes or blended in botanical perfumery.  Experiment to make your favorite fragrance!

Muhuhu is used as a sacred anointing oil in ceremonial times and is great for use before mediation.  Try
massaging into bottom of the feet or placing over the third eye with intention.  

Ingredients: Wildcrafted, Steam-Distilled Muhuhu Essential Oil from Kenya.
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Tooth Ease (Oral Care)

Tooth Ease formula is a powerful blend of highly anti-microbial, anti-septic essences.  Tooth Ease was 
formulated on the Big Island of Hawaii for my friend's son who had a terrible tooth infection.  He was 
writhing in pain and concluded they needed to find a dentist in the morning.  I went into the back room 
and emerged an hour later with Tooth Ease – using a single drop, his pain subsided in about 5 minutes.  

Surprisingly, he didn't need to reapply – his infection had subsided.  This formulation is a powerful 
numbing agent and may aid in treating serious infections.  This was used to successfully treat 4/5 Staph
infections when I lived in Hawaii.  Powerful!  Use 3-4x/day, as needed to aid in pain, inflammation.

Enhancements: Charged with orgonite & vibrationally tuned in a 432 hz Crystal Bowl. 
Ingredients:  Organic Clove Bud (CO2), Wildcrafted Frankincense carterii (CO2), Organic 
Myrrh (CO2), Organic Nutmeg (CO2), Organic Black Pepper, Organic Peppermint infused into 
Fractionated Coconut Oil (MCT) enhanced with salts of the Dead Sea.

Citrus Blast Mister (Magick Mister)

Citrus Blast was actually my first blend ever formulated when I was sourcing oils from John Steele.  
Blending together Blood Orange, Lemon & Lime in my Essential VAAAPP vaporizer, I was wowed by 
the delicious combination of a sheer uplifting, citrusy experience.  Our Citrus Blast Misters have been 
created to work as a clean elevating environment cleanser which has a pleasant fragrant for most 
palettes. 

Simply spray around a room, great for studies or stale energy in a room for a lift.  Try spraying on your 
clothes after drying them!  As with all misters, don't spray in your eyes :-)

Enhancements: Charged with orgonite & vibrationally tuned in a 432 hz Crystal Bowl. 
Ingredients:  Organic Lemon (Distilled), Organic Lime (Distilled), Organic Blood Orange infused
into Vitalized Distilled Spring Water.  

Kava Kava, 60% Kavalactones (CO2 Extract) ~ Vanuatu 

Perhaps one of our most popular extracts, CO2 extracted kava offers superior relaxation properties and 
a moderate level of euphoria.  Kava is historically known to be a ceremonial tea served to elevate the 
mood and cause a mild relaxing buzz. Kavalactones work on the GABA receptors in the body which is 
similar to alcohols pharmacology.  This extract is extremely potent and must be used in respect and 
care!  May be harmful to the body in larger amounts, don't use every day – drink plenty of fluids 

In your package is ½ oz – this can be around 100 servings!  One toothpick or pen cap dab, orally 
ingested will do you.  You may redose every 15-30 minutes with this amount until you have found your
ideal dose. 
*Please Be Advised: These products are not intended to cure, heal, diagnose or treat any disease.
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Warning:  Kava root may be taxing on the liver, especially with repeated use, other drugs or 
overdosage.  This should be taken with care in moderate amounts and with plenty of water.
Enhancements: Charged with orgonite. 
Ingredients:  CO2 Extracted Kava Kava, standardized to 60% Kavalactones


